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Everlight Electronics 
of Taiwan Develops 
Niche LEDs to 
Differentiate From 
Chinese Competitors
It is part of its ambition to 
consolidate leading status as 
world’s No.1 LED packager

By KEN LIU

Raymond Yeh says his company is differentiating 
i tself  from mainland Chinese competitors by 
developing a range of niche products.

Everlight Electronics Co., Ltd. Chairman 
Raymond Yeh says his company, currently 
the world’s No.1 light emitting diode (LED) 
packager by volume, is developing several 
products that he thinks will differentiate 
its market from that of mainland Chinese 
competitors.

Such products include LEDs used in infrared 
(IR) sensors, ultraviolet (UV) disinfection 
lamps, Internet of Things (IoT) devices and 
autonomous (self-driving) vehicles.

The company is working with chipmaker 
Epistar Corp. to develop infrared LEDs for 
special applications. Yeh says his company 
has expertise in IR LEDs, especially for 

power management and security-control 
applications.

Both companies exhibited IR products at 
an optoelectronics-technology trade show 
recently held in Taipei, with Epistar promoting 
several high efficiency chips.

Epistar will begin volume production of the 
chips sometime in the second half of this year 
to fill orders from suppliers of automotive, 
night-vision, security-control and medical 
applications. The IR chips command gross 
margin of at least 40 percent, according to 
the company.

Epistar spokesman S.S. Chang points out 
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that the company’s IR chips have the world’s 
best photoelectric transformation efficiency 
of their kind, with wider wavelength spectrum 
allowing these chips to be applicable to 
fingerprint recognition and retina recognition.

Chang points out that IR LEDs have wide 
range of applications and have generated 
considerable  revenue wor ldwide wi th 
applications as laser system, security control, 
horticultural lighting, and automotive lighting.

At this show, Everlight exhibited its IR LEDs 
for a wide range of applications, including 
mobile devices, digital cameras, security 
monitors, IoT-based lighting, and ultraviolet 
disinfection systems. The IoT-based lighting 
is integrated with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 
technologies to enable users to control 
the lighting fixtures from afar on Internet-
connected mobile devices.

Yeh says IoT-based lighting fixture is the 
future of the l ighting industry and his 
company will find a model to enable revenue 
generation in the business.

Yeh says Taiwan’s LED makers must pick 
several products with high market potential 
l ike IR LEDs and UV LEDs to develop 
so as to  d ist inguish themselves f rom 
mainland Chinese manufacturers, who he 
says have forced Taiwanese makers into 
wild underselling competition. He notes 
that Taiwan is still leading the mainland 
in LED technology to enable Taiwanese 
m a n u f a c t u r e r s  g o o d  f o u n d a t i o n  f o r 
developing niche products.

Whi le developing prof i table products, 
Everlight is also working to revamp its output 
efficiency by examining costs and materials 
as well as mechanical designs used on its 
products.

Yeh estimates the company’s sales and 
earnings for the second quarter to fall short 
of expectations mainly because of weak 
market for LED backlights, adding that the 
company is already the world’s No.1 supplier 

of backlights for billboards, which the firm is 
trying to thin the thickness of backlights to 0.2 
millimeters from 0.3mm.

Yeh is confident of the company’s sales in the 
near future, forecasting its revenue for the 
third quarter to outshine that in the second 
quarter thanks to scheduled rollouts of 
several new products in the second half. The 
company made better than expected NT$1.31 
per share in earnings per share in the first 
quarter.

The victory in April in the patent lawsuit 
against Nichia Corp. announced by a federal 
court in Michigan will further boost Everlight's 
global sales. Yeh says his customers are 
gratified to see the litigation victory because 
they need a supplier in the LED lighting sector 
who can supply less expensive devices in 
volume.
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The twice-yearly H.K. lighting fair has not 
lost its drawing power, having posted some 
19,000-plus buyers from 112 countries at the 
spring edition who looked for energy-saving 
lighting products, especially LED lamps, 
displayed by more than 1,250 exhibitors 
from 12 countries at the 7th Hong Kong 
International Lighting Fair (HKILF) held Apr. 
6-9, 2015 at the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Center. 

The number of buyers rose 5 percent from 
2014, partly due to the 5 percent additional 
attendance of Americans and the double-
digit growth of buyers from Australia, France, 
Germany, Spain, Turkey, India, the United 
Arab Emirates and mainland China, according 
to the show organizer Hong Kong Trade 
Development Council (HKTDC).

The number of exhibitors also increased over 
the 1,081 posted in 2014 due to the addition of 

The 7th H.K. International Lighting Fair 
(Spring Edition) draws record number of 
exhibitors and buyers.

By KEN LIU

Organizer arranges 57 buyer delegations to visit trade event

HK Spring Int'l Lighting Fair 
Sees 5% Higher Buyer Turnout 
Totaling 19,000-plus
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first-time exhibitors from Germany, Hungary, 
Russia, the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom.

Zone for Pros Debuts
Meeting rising demand, World of Professional 
& Industrial Lighting zone made its debut 
this year and housed around 40 exhibitors 
showcasing a broad range of products as 
stage lights, emergency and safety lights, 
architectural lighting, hospital lighting and 
other application-specific lighting, with LED 
options.

In tune to prevalent alarm calls and news 
reports reminding people of impending 
disappearance of ice caps, winters and 
coral reefs due to artificial greenhouse gas 
emissions that cause global warming, LED 
& Green Lighting zone was the largest at 
the event with more than 500 exhibitors, 
who provided increasingly popular LED and 
environmentally-friendly lighting products for 
indoor and outdoor.

Hall of Aurora housed makers who promote 

branded products,  gathering over 240 
collections of high-quality lighting fixtures 
and technologies with names as Ervan, Ford, 
Gentos, TCL and Viribright. 

Just as classic cars that are forever sought-
after, traditional chandeliers again found a 
home in Avenue of Chandeliers to attract 
buyers looking for crystal chandeliers that 
impart glittering elegance.

New designers and design startups found 
their channel of expression and opportunity 
at Avenue of Inspiration, where lighting 
products showed originality combined with 
technology.

Any market-savvy show organizer would 
not neglect the massive segment of small 
and medium enterprises that make up a 
majority of private businesses in even the 
U.S. So the Small Orders Zone met such 
demand by attracting buyers seeking to fill 
minimum orders ranging 5 to 1,000 units, 
where suppliers displayed over 2,000 lighting 
products in 200 showcases.

Hall of Aurora houses over 240 collections of 
branded lighting fixtures and technologies.
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The HKILF is billed for offering everything to 
just about any buyer, a feature reflected in 
its inclusion of other zones as Commercial 
Lighting, Decorative Lighting, Advertising 
Display Lighting, and Lighting Accessories, 
Parts and Components.

This year, HKTDC, as other show organizers 
who counter declining attendance and take a 
pro-active role to attract buyers, arranged for 
57 buying missions to visit the fair, living up 
to the event's reputation as one-stop-shop for 
finished products, parts and components. The 
delegations included such major importers 
and distributors as Tsinghua Tongfang Co., 
Ltd. from mainland China, Home Depot 
f rom the United States,  Eurosvet  and 
Domovoy Trade House from Russia, Originex 
Distribution Sdn Bhd from Malaysia, Ledin s.c. 
from Poland and Murano Lighting Company 
LLC from the United Arab Emirates.

C i t i n g  a  s u r v e y  o n  m a r k e t  p r o s p e c t s 
conducted by an independent agency 
commissioned by the HKTDC, HKTDC Deputy 
Executive Director Benjamin Chau said that 
over 85 percent of the interviewed buyers and 
exhibitors expect overall sales to improve or 
remain the same next year, with the industry 
generally optimistic about the prospects of 
LED lighting products, and expecting several 
LED applications to drive growth in areas like 
indoor lighting for household and commercial 

uses, outdoor lighting and smart lighting 
systems.

According to Chau, Hong Kong in 2014 
exported HK$10.6 billion (US$1.3 billion) of 
lighting products, over 60 percent of which 
destined for the U.S., mainland China, Japan, 
Germany and France.

According to the Guardian report of August 
31, 2012, from September 1, an EU directive 
aimed at reducing energy use of lighting 
means that retailers will be banned to sell 
40W and 25W incandescent bulbs. Similar 
bans came into effect for 60W and 100W 
incandescent bulbs over the past three years. 
With the U.S., mainland China and Japan also 
following suit, most of the exhibitors at the 
spring fair offered an array of LED lighting 
products in tune with such market trend.

Bowii of Holland
Bowii  Lighting of Holland, a f i rst-t ime 
exhibitor, mainly displayed LED lighting 
fixtures including the Imago, Ilos, Ilias and Ino 
series of tablelamps, ceiling lamps, and floor 
lamps for households. Some of the lights tap 
Internet of Things (IoT) tech to be connected 
to the Internet, enabling users to control the 
lights via smartphones installed with the 
company’s app.

Buyers look for energy-saving lighting 
products.

Joop Schuil ing, owner and managing 
director of Bowii Lighting, is a first-time 
exhibitor promoting the Imago, Ilias and Ino 
series of LED lighting fixtures.
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The Dutch Managing Director and Owner 
Joop Schuiling emphasized the integrated 
production prowess of his company, backed 
by 30-plus years in the lighting-fixture 
industry, which enables the whole production 
process to take place in-house, from product 
conceptualization, design to manufacture of 
ready-for-market item.

Euro-designed, China-made
“We design products in Europe and bring 
them to a wholly-owned factory in Foshan, 
China for  mass product ion,  inc luding 
thorough quality examination to European 
standards,” he said in an interview with CENS 
Lighting.

Schuiling stressed the company's knack 
for building competitiveness on developing 
high-end products that are of alloy and alloy-
treated with relatively high quality and nice 
design, as well as the maker's capacity for 
flexible manufacturing, including processing, 
that meets customer demand.

The company began making LED lighting 
fixtures around 5 or 6 years ago by replacing 
the fluorescent lamps in its fixtures with LED 
light sources, but, Schuiling says, now only 
focuses on products with dedicated LED 
technologies and designs. In short, the maker 
now only makes LED lighting rather than 
fluorescent-replaced LED lighting. Also being 
candidly modest, he said that the company 
was originally in the furniture industry, which 
always goes with lighting, and that the firm 
initially made, marketed bathroom mirrors 
that used T5 light tube in Europe.

Apparently taking a chance to look for new 
markets, his company participated in the 
lighting fair to tap Asia’s developed market 
like Japan and South Korea, with Europe still 
accounting for the majority of the company’s 
sales.

Seemingly quite confident of the company’s 
A s i a n  m a r k e t  p u s h  i n  s p i t e  b e i n g  a 
newcomer, Schuiling said that the firm can 
be very competitive with some products 

due to its offering several products similar 
to Panasonic’s in the high-end market in 
Japan and South Korea. The maker also 
has technically superior products that are a 
lot more sophisticated than its competing 
products, currently with prices that rival some 
lower-standard products. The man expressed 
disinterest in the mass mid-market and the 
high-volume market, also openly showing 
preference for the top-end Asians with wallets 
big enough for Porsche, BMW and Benz.

Clearly an executive with ample marketing 
savvy and a hint of product-cum-market 
commentator, Schuiling noted the company's 
humbly-sized booth and status as first-time 
exhibitor, without neglecting to point out its 
products being quite interesting and colorful, 
mostly in orange and black rather than white 
and blue, as well as the overriding importance 
of product differentiation. He simply rated 
most of the products on display as Plain 
Janes, ones with similar features, design and 
aesthetics that do not stand out to attract 
buyers.

Gentos of Japan
Gentos Co., Ltd. of Japan, founded in 1978, 
was a third-time exhibitor at the show, mainly 
pitching its “GANZ” family of rechargeable 
LED work lights at buyers from outside Japan. 
Obviously seeing the ceiling of his firm's sales 
capacity in Japan, company president Keita 
Koshiba said that its market share at home 
has grown only marginally after grabbing 
45 percent as the biggest supplier of LED 
work lights, hence the reason for Gentos to 
tap overseas markets. The supplier sees the 
Hong Kong lighting fair as the ideal platform 
to meet international buyers.

T h e  s u p p l i e r  o f f e r s  b a s i c  w o r k  l i gh t , 
inspection light, and flood light, all with built-
in lithium-ion rechargeable batteries and chip-
on-board (COB) LEDs. The LEDs feature wide-
angle light distribution, zero shadow-overlap 
and excellent uniformity of light.

The basic work light produces 120 lumens, 
260 lumens and 420 lumens depending on 
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model, being rated IP52 and IP54, with each 
recharge allowing a light to operate 3 to 6 
hours by switching between two modes.

T h e  s u p p l i e r  o f f e r s  b a s i c  w o r k  l i gh t , 
inspection light, and flood light, all with built-
in lithium-ion rechargeable batteries and chip-
on-board (COB) LEDs. The LEDs feature wide-
angle light distribution, zero shadow-overlap 
and excellent uniformity of light.

The basic work light produces 120 lumens, 
260 lumens and 420 lumens depending on 
model, being rated IP52 and IP54, with each 
recharge allowing a light to operate 3 to 6 
hours by switching between two modes.

The thin, long inspection l ight is angle 
adjustable, making it an ideal light for narrow 
spaces, with luminosity of 250-lumen and 
440-lumen, IP52 rating, 3 to 6 hours of non-
stop operation on each recharge depending 
on model.

The IP67-rated flood light is rated at 1,300 
lumens, 2,300 lumens and 4,200 lumens 
depending on model.

“GANZ lights are specially designed to 
meet professional requirements such as 
construction site, car repair shops, police 
stations, and fire halls, where work hours are 
quite long and work conditions often harsh,” 
said Koshiba.

Unabashedly a dedicated salesman, Koshiba 
touted GANZ lights being the best lighting 
equipment  for  engineers,  mechanics, 
maintenance technic ians,  carpenters, 
construction workers, railroad workers, police, 
firefighters, rescue squads and so on.

Nanoleaf of H.K.
Nanoleaf Ltd., a Hong Kong company with 
branches in Toronto, Canada, and Shenzhen, 
mainland China, exhibited a series of unique 
LED light bulbs with a diamond-shaped 
printed circuit board (PCB) housing, with the 
LEDs mounted on the surface of the housing 
and all control devices built in the housing.

Nanoleaf Co-Founder & COO Christian Yan 
demonstrates bulbs with PCB housing.

Gentos President Keita Koshiba and a 
GANZ rechargeable LED work light.
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Unconventional designs have enabled the 
company to win the Red Dot Award. Company 
co-founder and chief operating officer 
(COO), Christian Yan, ascribed such honor 
to mostly the maker's boldness to design for 
function rather than form, to have created 
the lamps’ eye-catching shape. “PCB creates 
solid shape that does not crack like plastic 
or glass housing when hitting hard object,” 
said Yan enigmatically, without forgetting to 
emphasize the geometric shell's distribution 
of omni-directional light.

He pointed out PCB's thermal dissipation 
efficiency and how PCB bulbs challenge 
consumers’ traditional mindset about bulb 
exteriors, to inspire them to think differently. 
“We’re an out-of-box thinker, trying to use 
new technology to create products that 
are not only good for environment but also 
attractive and durable,” he said.

The maker also won the Red Dot Award for its 
Nanoleaf Bloom series of bulbs with dimming 
function integrated in a regular on-off switch. 
Yan said that they built dimming technology 
into the bulbs to enable users to dim the 
bulbs by flicking a regular on-off switch, 
which allows consumers to save the cost of 
buying a dedicated dimming switch.

Certainly a maker able to design lighting 
that is high quality, efficient as impressive 
as aesthetics, Nanoleaf bulbs, said Yan, 
emit over 100 lumens per-watt and have 
lifespan of 27 years without maintenance. 
All test data show no problem with lifespan 
of our products, he reported. The company 
is certified to CE, CB, FCC, UL, RoHS, and 
REACH standards.

The company manufactures and develops 
all its products at its Shenzhen plant, where 
Yan manages quality control backed by 
eight years of experience in the mainland’s 
manufacturing industry. The company’s 
H o n g  K o n g  o f f i c e  h a n d l e s  b u s i n e s s 
development. Downplaying the infamous 
cost of living, housing and rental in H.K., Yan 
said Hong Kong is a great place for business 
development for its Chinese-and-English 

fluent speakers and great trade fairs to meet 
international buyers. The Toronto office has a 
team of 8 people responsible for marketing 
and sales in North America and software 
design.

Mipow of H.K.
Also a Hong Kong exhibitor, Mipow Ltd. 
displayed the PLAYBULB™ Color, a Bluetooth-
enabled smart LED speaker-light bulb that 
allows streaming and listening to music and 
audio from most Bluetooth-enabled devices. 
The PLAYBULB™ app enables control via 
smart devices the lighting mode, brightness 
and volume of this LED speaker-light bulb.

Initially a manufacturer of mobile device 
accessories, Mipow started producing the 
PLAYBULB™ smart lighting series in 2014 
and launched several new models earlier this 
year, including speaker-lights bulbs, candle 
lights and garden lamps for personal and 
commercial uses.

Mipow’s global marketing director, Sunny 
Ng, demonstrates the smartphone-controlled 
PLAYBULB Color LED speaker-bulb.
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“Lighting fixture design involves more 
than working on illumination, but to create 
a more comfortable environment and is a 
key element to putting together a smart 
home,” said philosophically Mipow’s Global 
Marketing Director, Sunny Ng.

Definitely playing up the advantages of its 
lighting line, the company decorated its booth 
as a bar at the show to enable buyers to bask 
amid the mood created by the lights. Ng said 
that in three hours on the first day of the fair 
the company received 300-plus enquiries 
from European, American and Middle Eastern 
buyers.

K Power of South Korea
K Power Co., Ltd. of South Korea, a first-
time exhibitor, promoted the Muse LED 
mood lighting, which is also controlled by the 
company’s app downloaded to Bluetooth-
enabled smartphones. Users can via the 
app control color change, sound, changes in 
twinkling frequency, lighting pattern, music 
that matches the movement of the lighting, 
and singing.

Pointing out the core advantage of the 
lighting, K.K. Lee, the managing director, 
said that the product enables young people 
to conveniently, economically hold party at 
home if they cannot afford to do so at club.

According to Lee, the company branched 
out into lighting business in 2014 in pursuit 
of higher profitability after five years in 
the electrical cable industry. Despite being 
a newcomer in the lighting industry, the 
company, Lee said, remains competitive by 
sourcing lighting components from China 
for assembly in China and Indonesia. The 
maker uses its own electrical wires to tap the 
synergy that make products less expensive.

More LED lighting buyers
This year, the show drew more buyers coming 
for LED lighting, including Dreamer Enterprise 
from Taiwan, Designa Contract from Spain, 
Wipro Consumer Care & Lighting from India, 
Haji Commercial Company (LLC) from the 
UAE, Start Management Company from 
Russia, SLOS from Slovakia, Menfor Sp. Z.o.o. 
from Poland, and Onga Artful Light Co., Ltd. 
from Thailand

Dreamer Enterprise was a first-time visitor, 
mainly searching LED lighting manufacturers 
with unorthodox products for its retail shops. 
“Demand for uniquely designed lighting 
products is on the rise in Taiwan because 
consumers are keen to improve standard of 
living,” said purchasing manager, Michael 
Ciou, who added that the company is a retailer 
of design-driven lighting products, LED lights 
and furniture that sources lighting products 
from both Taiwan and mainland China.

Designa Contract’s partner & project manager, 
Ignacio Prieto Garcia, a first-time visitor of the 
spring lighting fair despite being a frequent 
visitor of the Autumn Hong Kong lighting fair, 
was looking for LED stripes, down lights and 
tubes. The company is a lighting consultancy 
that works on a wide range of commercial 
projects such as shopping malls, hotels, 
restaurants, coffee shops and gas stations. 

K Power Managing Director K.K. Lee and 
the smartphone-controlled Muse LED 
mood light.
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“Currently 90 percent of our lighting projects 
are in Spain while the rest are in South Africa 
and the U.S.,” he said.

Wipro of India
Wipro is said to be the second-largest supplier 
of office lighting in India. The company’s head 
of product design unit, Rajesh Sangewar, 
was also a first-time visitor at the lighting fair. 
He shortlisted 3-4 potential manufacturers 
from China for supplies of office lighting, 
commercial lighting, industrial lighting and 
streetlighting for construction projects in 
India, such as the Metro Transport Systems, 
commercial buildings and factories.

Haji is a wholesaler and distributor of lighting 
products for commercial, outdoor, industrial 
and architectural applications, with offices in 
the UAE and Qatar. The company’s general 
manager, Unni Krishnan, a second-time 
visitor, was looking for quality suppliers 
of LED lamps, panels and strips for the 
company’s plan to launch its own brand in 
June this year. “Just in the first morning of 

the fair, we have already found 4-5 potential 
suppliers from China. We’ll visit their factories 
in May and finalize our orders later,” he said.

Star Management operates 15 stores in 
Russia, selling lighting products, houseware, 
home textiles and DIY products. Natalia 
S h a g i n a ,  t h e  c o m p a n y ’ s  p u r c h a s i n g 
representative, was a first-time visitor looking 
for ceiling lights, chandeliers, pendant lights 
and LED bulbs. “We mostly import lighting 
products from China and I’ve identified 
potential  Chinese suppl iers of  qual i ty 
products at competitive price at the show,” 
she said.

SLOS has been in the lighting business for 
25 years, providing lighting technology as 
well as interior and exterior lighting fixtures 
for residential projects and retail shops in 
Slovakia. JozefŠSvantner, the owner of SLOS 
and a lighting designer, was looking for high-
quality LED lighting products such as shop 
lights and facade lighting at the fair.

Menfor provides industrial lighting and street 
lamps mainly for food producers, packaging 
producers, and logistics centers in Poland 
as well as the Polish government. Pawel 
Golebiewski, Menfor’s commercial director, 
was looking for new LED lighting products 
with high luminous efficacy for industrial use, 
and said he had found 10 potential suppliers 
from mainland China and Hong Kong.

Onga Artful Light has been in the lighting 
business for 24 years, mainly providing 
one-stop service covering design, sourcing, 
installation, maintenance and storage of 
lighting products for government projects, 
d e p a r t m e n t  s t o r e s ,  s h o p p i n g  m a l l s , 
apartments and villas in Thailand. Company 
president, Ming Zhang, was a second-time 
visitor looking for decorative bulbs, cabinet 
lights, and festive lighting products using 
LEDs.

Winners showcased
A n o t h e r  s p e c i a l  z o n e  i n  t h e  H a l l  1 C 
Concourse, with the slightly sentimental 

Dreamer Enterprise's purchasing manager, 
Michael Ciou, a first-time visitor, looks 
for LED lighting manufacturers with 
unorthodox products for its retail shops.
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name “Blossom Blooms”, showcased winning 
entries in the eighth Hong Kong Lighting 
Design Competition, which was organized by 
HKTDC.

Nearly 200 lighting designs were submitted 
by both students and designers. The jury 
selected the 7 winners based on originality 
and creativity, aesthetics, practicability, and 
marketability of the designs, with the Eco 
Design Award given to products that raise 
eco-awareness.

This year’s jury featured a line-up of industry 
experts, including Antony Chan, Chairman 
of Hong Kong Interior Design Association; 
Ada Fung, President of The Hong Kong 
Institute of Architects; Tino Kwan, Founder 
of Tino Kwan Lighting Consultants Ltd; 
Dennis Lau, Chairman of The Association 
of Architectural Practices; Brian Lee, Vice 
President of Industrial Designers Society 
of Hong Kong; Victor Ng, Immediate Past 
Chairman of The Hong Kong Institution of 
Engineers - Electronics Division; and Winnif 
Pang, Ex-Chairman of Hong Kong Designers 
Association.

Antony Chan said this year the entries 
generally demonstrated stronger originality 
and marketability than last year’s designs, 
and that LED was literally the most popular 
light source for new designs because it can 
be integrated into daily life.

D e n n i s  L a u  s a i d  t h i s  y e a r ’ s  e n t r i e s 
demonstrated even higher environmental 
awareness than last year’s, and it  was 
good to see contestants come up with new 
designs using various eco-friendly materials 
and encouraging to witness continuous 
improvements among students’ designs each 
year.

Educational events
A series of informative events were held 
alongside the trade show, with the highlighted 
Asian Lighting Forum concentrating on two 
hot topics: “Global Market Trends on Lighting 
Product Development” and “Commercial/
Technical  L ight ing Appl icat ions” .  The 
forum was co-organized by the Hong Kong 
Institution of Engineers and Hong Kong 
Electronics & Technologies Association. The 
speakers included Roger Chu, Research 
Director of LEDinside, TrendForce Corp.; Jo 
Shum, Senior Director and General Manager, 
Lighting Hong Kong and Macau, Philips 
Electronics Hong Kong Limited; Terry Lau, 
Senior Lead Engineer, Intertek Hong Kong 
Limited; Kelvin Wong, Senior Manager, 
Electrical and Mechanical Technical Services, 
Airport Authority Hong Kong; and C W Hui, 
Senior Building Services Engineer, Hong 
Kong Housing Authority.

Industry executives 
give keynote 
speech on "Global 
Market Trends on 
Lighting Product 
Development."
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ADATA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

LED
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WIRELESSLY CONTROL
YOUR COLOR!

Bluetooth
RGB Bulb

WWW.ADATA.COM

16 million 
colors

Control 
up to

30meters
away 

Control 
up to

64 bulbs

FREE
Control
App
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SHUNDE CORSO ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

TIN-YI METAL MANUFACTURING CORP.
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CHANGXIN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. / We are Mainly in Line of Manufacturing Fashionable Home Furniture
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SHUNDE CORSO ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. / Ceiling Mounts, LED Lamps, Other Special-Purpose Lights
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TIN-YI     
METAL MANUFACTURING CORP.

Tel: 886-6-356-8477
Fax:886-6-355-0565
http://m.cens.com/s/ty-downlight

Tin-Yi is located in Tainan, Taiwan with complete facilities in the factory. For reducing more manufacturing costs, Tin-Yi 
works from cutting aluminum, spinning, aluminum press, polished to eletroplating with a consistent producing line. 

Highbay Reflector

Downlight

Working Lamp，Clamp Lamp Downlight
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en/
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BUCKINGHAM INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION / LED Track Lights, LED Spotlights, Outdoor Lights, Kit
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LED CD288-1 TRACK LIGHT LED E27-63B TRACK LIGHT BULB E27 965 LIGHT BULB

LED CD289 SPOT LIGHT & WATERPROOFLED CD3624 SPOT LIGHTLED CD290 SPOT & FLOOD LIGHT

19W 90V-260Vac
3000K 1450lm 5700K 1550lm
Beam Angle 30° 60°
W100mm x H138mm 402g

Two Wire Track light 8.2W~19W
90V-260Vac Beam Angle-30° 60°
3000K 1450lm 5700k 1550lm
W90mm x H120mm 383g

19W 90V-260Vac
3000K 1450lm 5700K 1550lm
Beam Angle 30° 60°
W90mm x H108mm 225g E27-63B
W120mm x H120mm 295g E27-63A

19W L220mm x W90mm x R70mm x L120mm
3000K 1450lm 5700K 1650lm 275g
12W L195mm x W63mm x R45mm x L80mm
3000K 830lm 5700K 900lm 172g
6W L145mm x W50mm x R39mm x L63mm
3000K 470lm 5700K 530lm 82g
90V-260Vac

37.5W  75W
2.2kg  3.5kg
2600lm 5600lm
W 230mm x L260mm x H 160mm
W 260mm x L340mm x H 160mm
90-260Vac

3F-3, No. 51, Sec. 2, Keelung Rd., Taipei, Taiwan
TEL: 886-2-2739-0279  Website:www.condorled.com
FAX: 886-2-2735-5096   E-mail: contact@condorled.com

Efficient
Energy Saving

Economical
Less Energy Cost

Features
High Quality LED
Low Maintenance Costs

CONDOR HIGH TECH CORP
(Taiwan Manufacturer)

19W W90mm x H100mm 1600lm 910g
3000K 1450lm
5700K 1550lm
90V-260 Vac

Professional LED Lighting

THE BEST LED COOLER IN THE WORLD
LED THERMAL COOLER NATURAL AIR  CONVECTION.

INVENT LED PATENT NUMBER: TAIWAN: M407348, CHINA: 1974120 1750454
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Track Light Tracks 
   & Other Accessories

W-331
Live end connector. 
To start a run
W-332
End cap. Connects the 
track sections end.

W-302
2" Track actual length 24" (60cm)
W-304
4" Track actual length 48" (60cm)
W-306
6" Track actual length 72" (180cm)
W-308
8" Track actual length 96" (240cm)

W-310
1m Track actual length one and a half meters (100cm)
W-315
1.5m Track actual length one and a half meters (150cm)
W-320
2m Track actual length two meters (200cm)
W-330
3m Track actual length two meters (300cm)

W-333
Mini joiner. A low 
profile connector to 
cleanly and crisply join 
two straight track 
sections end-to-end.

W-340
Pendant adaptor. 
Provides electrical 
connection to wire in 
chandelier or pendant 
fixture up to 25 lbs

Wen Hui Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 15, Lane 241, Chengtai Rd., Sec. 1, Wugu Dist., 
New Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-2292-0470, 2291-5104 Fax: 886-2-2292-0471
E-mail: wenhuico@ms32.hinet.net http://www.cens.com/wenhui

文輝興業有限公司
新北市五股區成泰路一段241巷15號
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Specialized 
manufacturer & exporter
Founded in 1991, Wen Hui Enterprise Co., Ltd. is a leading Taiwan manufacturer and 
exporter of track-light tracks and other accessories, supplying 90° connectors, flexible 
couplings, cable & pipe connectors, wall kits, ceiling kits, suspension ceiling kits, lighting 
parts, hardware fittings etc.

W-431
Live-end connector. To 
start a run

W-402
2" track actual leangth 24" (60cm)
W-404
4" track actual length 48" (120cm)
W-406
6" track actual length 72" (180cm)
W-408
8" track actual length 96" (240cm)
W-410
1M track actual length one meter 
(100cm)
W-415
1.5M track actual length one and half 
meter (150cm)
W-420
2M track actual length two meters 
(200cm)
W-430
3M track actual length three meters 
(300cm)

W-440
Pendant 
adaptor 
provides 
electrical 
connection to 
wire in 
chandelier or 
pendant.

W-436
T connector. 
To connect three 
track sections into a T 
configuration.

Wen Hui Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 15, Lane 241, Chengtai Rd., Sec. 1, Wugu Dist., 
New Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-2292-0470, 2291-5104 Fax: 886-2-2292-0471
E-mail: wenhuico@ms32.hinet.net http://www.cens.com/wenhui

Wen Hui Enterprise Co., Ltd.
No. 15, Lane 241, Chengtai Rd., Sec. 1, Wugu Dist., 
New Taipei City, Taiwan
Tel: 886-2-2292-0470, 2291-5104 Fax: 886-2-2292-0471
E-mail: wenhuico@ms32.hinet.net http://www.cens.com/wenhui

文輝興業有限公司
新北市五股區成泰路一段241巷15號

OEM/ODM orders accepted!
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Electronic Ballasts for Fluorescent Lamps 
HID Lamps and LED Lamps

Constant Current Drivers - Resistor Set Series

Compact Fluorescent Ballasts HID Ballasts

OA Lighting Ballasts

Output current can be adjusted by change the external resistor
Dimming Function Available

Constant Current Drivers - 
Current Selectable Series
Customized Current Options Available

• Meets FCC, UL, CuL, CE, and CNS Standards       • Instant Start/Rapid Start/Program Start
• Specified Voltage: 120V, 220V/240V, 277V, 347V    • For T5/T5HO/T8/T8HO/T12/T12HO/PLT/PLL/PLC     
• Universal Voltage:120-277V                                     • For CMH, CDM or HPS 20W/35W/50W/70W/100W/150W
                                 277-347V

安雄電子股份有限公司
A N T R O N  E L E C T R O N I C S  C O . ,  LT D .
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Fimex Taiwan Ltd.
FIMEX is one of leading exporters and professional supplier of Electrical
Materials , Wiring Accessories , Various Lamps & Lighting Accessories for 30
years in Taiwan and market mainly in Europe, America, the Middle East,
Africa and Southeast Asia. We are ISO 9001:2008 certi�ed company and only
deal in good quality to maintain our reputation and customers, so most of
our customers keep long-term business relationship with us just like our old
friends! If you are looking for good quality products, FIMEX is your best choice.

Trailing-edge
Dimmer

(D-TE300/600)

LED Lamp

Trailing-edge 24W
Dimmable LED Driver

(LD-24012DP)

L
N
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Product Sourcing for 
Global Buyers

Source in your own language
         Less work but more productivity 

e-Age
CENS Global Pass, the Newest Sourcing Tool

9 languages for global accessibility

buyerservice@cens.com
CENS.com

Scan for iPad & iPad mini

See more by 
other language

Japanese Russian Spanish Portuguese German Arabic Chinese French
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